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Top 10 new releases for 2016 
Karl Ackermann, All About Jazz, December 8, 2016 
https://www.allaboutjazz.com/karl-ackermanns-best-of-2016-by-karl-ackermann.php 
 
“2016 has proven that jazz and creative music in general, are healthier than ever. Artists 
like Steve Lehman, Nate Wooley and Vijay Iyer continue to push the envelope while 
those like Bob Gluck find ways to make the old, very new. This list is—for the most 
part—outside the mainstream because that is where artists risk the most to tell their 
stories; it is where many listeners go to be challenged.” 
 
 
Top 25 jazz albums of 2016 
J Hunter, Nippertown, December 6, 2016 
http://www.nippertown.com/2016/12/06/best-of-2016-j-hunters-best-jazz-albums-part-1/  
 
 
“…the mood, spirit and underlying logic of the original pieces are noted and then 
developed in new directions. These directions build from Hart’s percussion, with time 
signatures shifting from 11/4 to 7/4 and back again, and with the bubbling, seething 
electronics that Gluck feeds in to the mix. To some extent, there is bravery on Gluck’s 
part in taking on the piano role on these pieces, but his playing is so different from 
Hancock’s that this also gives an original feel to the pieces. Indeed, apart from some of 
the better known themes and bridges from the originals, this band is really pushing for 
different sounds and textures. As always Henderson’s trumpet appears in a variety of 
guises, sometimes clear, sometimes muted, sometimes distorted, but always with the 
right notes at the right time.  What is also interesting here is the way that pieces 
originally played in a sextet (with Bennie Maupin on sax, clarinet, flute etc. and Julian 
Priester on trombones) or septet (with the addition of Patrick Gleeson’s moog) are 
reshaped for the quartet here.  
 



The enthusiasm of the playing contrasts neatly with the respect with which the pieces 
are handled to produce a very listenable set and fitting tribute to some great jazz. The 
CD is dedicated to the memory of Ornette Coleman and comes with gratitude to the 
other members of the Mwandishi Band. I think that they will all appreciate and enjoy the 
way that these pieces shape up here.” 
- Chris Baber, Jazz Views (UK), October, 2016 
http://www.jazzviews.net/infinite-spirit---revisiting-music-of-the-mwandishi-band.html 
 
 
“Pianist Bob Gluck and bassist Christopher Dean Sullivan spotlight the music of Herbie 
Hancock's groundbreaking Mwandishi sextet in a collaboration with original band 
members Eddie Henderson and Billy Hart. In Infinite Spirit, they dive into music of the 
Mwandishi debut album (1971), but mainly Crossings (1972), supplemented by two of 
their own pieces. You can hear the difference between these interpretations and the 
original versions by listening in succession to the two versions of "Sleeping Giant". The 
driving original is closer to raw funk, yet Infinite Spirit retains its musicianship. 
Meanwhile, seventy-five-year-old Billy Hart still boasts remarkable intuition and control, 
and the combination with Gluck's electronics works well (although it is not as 
transgressive in 2016). On "You'll Know When You Get There" the quartet dives into a 
dark fever dream with growling bass and a spiritual vibe; Henderson's elegant game 
plays a key role, relate  to Miles at the time of "In a Silent Way." Infinite Spirit does not 
contain big surprises, but it is quite a handsome tribute to an under appreciated chapter 
in jazz.” 
-Guy Peters, Jazz Mozaiek (Belgium), Sept. 20, 2016 
http://jazzmozaiek.be/recensie/gluckharthendersonsullivan-infinite-spirit/ 
 
 
“Infinite Spirit finds four ace jazz men—including two Herbie Hancock veterans—
celebrating the exploratory energy of some of the earliest fusion… On original 
compositions and selections from Mwandishi and Crossings, the ensemble empathy is 
stunning, and Hart is in rare form. In addition to piano, Gluck supplies electronics, 
typically noisy and effect-oriented in the spirit of Patrick Gleeson, who played a similar 
role on Crossings. Highlights include every bloody track here, but for a user-friendly 
intro, dig the spacious free funk of the Bennie Maupin tune ‘Water Torture’." 
-John Burdick, Chronogram: Arts, Culture, Spirit, June 1, 2016 
http://www.chronogram.com/hudsonvalley/cd-review-infinite-spirits-revisiting-the-music-
of-herbie-hancock/Content?oid=2367695 
 
 
“These talented musicians are Revisiting Music of the Mwandishi Band seeking to 
recreate the spirit and the groove. They close in with "Sideways/Quasar" and Sullivan's 
"Spirit Unleashed", two of the more approachable selections in an adventurous set." 
-D. Oscar Groomes, O's Place Jazz Newsletter, July 25, 2016 
http://www.OsPlaceJazz.com 
 
 
“… a record of almost primordial excitement that uncoils with a whiplash to present some of the 
finest music that you will hear on record this year… Infinite Spirit Revisiting Music of the 
Mwandishi Band is a masterpiece in concept and execution. This quartet plays Mwandishi 
music with exceptionally clean articulation in flashes of virtuosity, and elegance in lyricism. 



Each of the pieces is vividly characterized, with Gluck, Hart, Henderson (especially Henderson) 
and Sullivan running the gamut between dark turbulence and pastoral tranquility with absolute 
assurance. None of the musicians waste energy trying to find novel approaches – they simply 
let the music speak, exercising restraint where lesser musicians might take liberties. But their 
playing remains full-blooded and scintillating…. one of finest homages to the music of Herbie 
Hancock and that electrifying era.” 
- Raul de Gama, JazzdaGama, April 1, 2016 
http://jazzdagama.com/cds/bob-gluck-infinite-spirit/ 
 
 
“In the hands of Gluck's quartet, the cover pieces are cleaner, punchier and feel completely 
modern. Hancock's ‘Sleeping Giant’ opens with a bracing four-minute drum solo augmented 
with Gluck's subdued electronics. Gluck comes in on piano, toying with harmony and managing 
to be both spiky and graceful. Henderson's solo is remarkable; earthy and freewheeling, he's 
never sounded better… Maupin's "Quasar" features a meditative opening from the pianist, 
taken over by an expansively melodic Henderson solo. Sullivan's pulsing movement 
seamlessly guides the piece through multiple transitions…” 

“This is an extraordinary album filled with great music, each piece running into double-
digit playing times. Hart and Henderson are ageless wonders, sounding as if they are just 
hitting their prime. The empathy among players is clear. It may be somewhat sacrilegious to 
say, but Gluck and company have taken this music into the new millennium and made it their 
own, more energetic and focused and a start-to-finish joy to listen to.” 
- Karl Ackermann, All About Jazz, April 4, 2016 
http://www.allaboutjazz.com/infinite-spirit-revisiting-music-of-the-mwandishi-band-bob-gluck-
billy-hart-eddie-henderson-christopher-dean-sullivan-fmr-records-review-by-karl-
ackermann.php 
 
 
“.... Gluck's an accomplished keyboardist in his own right and someone eminently capable of 
reviving the spirit of Hancock's sextet and exploring its musical vocabulary, especially with two 
of the band's former members, drummer Billy Hart and trumpeter Eddie Henderson, involved… 
not only honouring the Mwandishi band's legacy but also creating something new through their 
alchemical interactions. Ultimately the set is as much about the creative interplay of this 
particular grouping of musicians as it is Hancock. (On ‘Sleeping Giant’, Billy Hart’s) a wellspring 
of invention throughout, and his tom-toms and cymbals provide an expansive bed for Gluck's 
exotic electronic life-forms to chatter against…. Henderson enters last, his sound initially 
plaintive during a free-form section and then brash and magniloquent when the music resumes 
its bop-inflected drive. One of my favourite moments occurs almost nine minutes into 
Hancock's ‘You'll Know When You Get There’ when a lyrical eight-chord piano motif, designed 
by the composer as a bridge, repeats over and over, bringing structural clarity to the piece. The 
episode arrives after an extended opening featuring Henderson and Gluck emoting over 
percussive textures and bass bowing, and eventually develops into an elaborate piano solo 
that invites empathetic responses from the others and an expressive bass coda by Sullivan… 
Throughout the disc, Gluck's bold pianisms obviously evoke Hancock's playing but vestiges of 
McCoy Tyner and Don Pullen emerge, too. All five pieces push past the ten-minute mark, a 
move that allows the musicians ample opportunity to explore and stretch out. It's exactly the 
kind of thing material of this kind calls for, and the open-ended vibe allows for musically 
adventurous ensemble playing at a high level. “ 
- Textura, April 2016 (Canada) 
http://ww.w.textura.org/reviews/infinitespirit_mwandishiband.htm 
 



 
“It has been more than forty years since those old Mwandishi albums were made, yet 
the melodies/songs themselves sounds fresh, vital and inspired throughout this 
new masterwork. Much like the original versions (often side-long works), the pieces here 
are relatively long and take their time to unwind and flow. On the opening track, 
"Sleeping Giant", Mr. Gluck uses subtle, spinning electronics to give this a more 
mysterious sound, never overdoing the sonic seasoning… All four members of 
this splendid quartet are integral to the success of this unit… the sound is superb. Both 
Eddie Henderson and Billy Hart … sound marvelous here as do Mr. Gluck and Mr. 
Sullivan. Without any doubt, this is one the year's finest jazz recordings.” 
-Bruce Lee Gallanter, Downtown Music Gallery 
http://search2.downtownmusicgallery.com/lookup.cgi?item=2015_12_24_17_54_21 

 
 
“… Gluck is a solid pianist, his synth work is intriguing, and the arrangements maintain a 
lot of the tension that underpinned the hypnotic explorations of the original records. 
Hart’s drumming has an ominous quality, like it was preparing for an explosion that 
never happens, and Sullivan’s bass, whether bowed, plucked, or strummed, gives the 
music an almost ritualistic power. “You’ll Know When You Get There” has a deep, 
almost undersea abstraction, Henderson’s muted trumpet crying in the background as 
Gluck’s piano and the thick, droning bass occupy the foreground.”  

- Phil Freeman, The Wire, June 2016 
 
 
*** 1/2 “…imbued with groove, creativity, and crisscrosses respect for the original music 
with an inventive perspective… [Henderson‘s] beautiful tone escalates the melodic 
emotionalism, and “Sleeping Giant” blooms into a buoyant undertaking…. [“You’ll Know 
When You Get There”] telescopes into outer space and microscopes into inner space… 
There are multiple dramatic turns, which impart a drifting shift and radiating movement, 
from gentle moments such as Gluck’s plaintive piano solo, to upfront and somewhat 
jarring sections where instruments seemingly collide against each other… 
“Sideways/Quasar” progresses into celestial regions, guided by Henderson’s luminous 
and airy trumpet, underlying electronic effects… and Gluck’s wide-open acoustic piano 
soloing… [On “Water Torture”] the foursome furnishes an offhand, funky foundation, 
which fluctuates between a swinging foray and an abstracted disposition.” 
 - Doug Simpson, Audiophile Audition, March 20, 2016 
 http://www.audaud.com/bob-gluck-billy-hart-eddie-henderson-christopher-dean-sullivan-infinite-
spirit-revisiting-music-of-the-mwandishi-band-fmr/ 
 
 
“…the wonderful development of Hancock’s motif’s on “Sleeping Giant” from Gluck on piano 
along with the haunting playing of Henderson as well as Hart’s superb drumming (and Sullivan 
is a rock on bass) gets mesmerizing… [There is in] “Spirits Unleashed,” another display of 
Henderson’s ability to paint a mood, and then some musical fireworks between him and Gluck 
with the electronic effects at the end… An intriguing recording…” 
- Ron Weinstock, Jazz & Blues Report, March/April 2016 (Issue 365) 
http://www.jazz-blues.com/pdf/JazzBlues365.pdf 
 
 
  



“… [Gluck] and his quartet (featuring two Mwandishi veterans in trumpeter Eddie 
Henderson and the great Billy Hart on drums) present extended, open-ended versions of 
classic compositions and let the music guide them to unforeseen places. The best 
example of this is the group’s gorgeous, acoustic take on Hancock’s enigmatically titled 
“You’ll Know When You Get There”, an expansive tune featuring moments of pure 
poetry and ecstasy from all members of the quartet. 

Like Hancock, Gluck is a master of electronics, as well as a talented acoustic jazz 
pianist. For the most part, his electronic textures fit seamlessly within the album’s overall 
concept, as in the spacey intro to Hancock’s “Sleeping Giant”, a sprawling composition 
eventually giving way to a hard-driving funk section propelled by propulsive piano and energetic 
trumpet… [Overall] this group effectively captures the spirit of the Mwandishi band, putting a 
fresh and personal imprint on complex music and propelling it into the present day. Gluck and 
company have made a worthwhile tribute to Hancock, but more importantly created an album 
that stands tall all on its own.” 
- Joel Roberts, New York City Jazz Record, March 2016 (page 23) 
http://nycjazzrecord.com/issues/tnycjr201603.pdf 
 
 
“The quartet for Infinite Spirit may only have five compositions on the recording, but each one is 
an entire album in terms of musical ideas, myriad forms, lazy shifting moods, and the actual 
length of time it takes to complete — 10 minutes-plus on average. Billy Hart sets the overall 
spooky, alien mood in the first track, “Sleeping Giant,” with his combination of easy-to-follow 
rhythmic shifts and net-less, not-so-easy-to-follow aftershocks, foraging in a drum solo that 
harkens the Mwandishi Band’s infinite spirit without knocking it away. The ever-present 
electronic synth reverberates from behind and through that drum solo, as if Hancock’s own spirit 
is present and accounted for. The others chime in a quarter of the way, but Hart’s drum solo is 
hard to forget; it makes the piece. 

Besides mood, tempo and time signatures play a huge role in the execution of this 
tribute. Gluck dips into his own 2008 trio CD, Sideways, to introduce Maupin’s classic, the 
seven-minute, 22-second, extremely slow-moving, “Quasar.” Here, the bassist draws on the 
mood of the piece on a 7/4 time signature. Gluck starts off on piano with a beautiful melody that 
would find a home in any Beethoven draft, before Sullivan tip-toes in on his bass, lingering on 
the last notes like an intruder. Later, Gluck plays off block chords and monunos, synthetic 
electronic sun beams, Hart and Sullivan’s grounding, rhythmic bottom line, and Henderson’s 
Miles Davis impersonation over it all. Closer to “Quasar,” Gluck pushes contrasts in the tension 
of his hands on the keys, provoking unearthly cries that make this third track the definite order of 
the day.” 
- Carol Banks Weber, AXS, March 9, 2016 
https://www.axs.com/two-from-herbie-hancock-s-mwandishi-band-reconsider-infinite-spirit-
78212 
 
 

Down Beat, version 1: “… the album begins on a good note, with inimitable touches from 
Hart’s drumming … the group eventually landing in a free-jazz zone… [and on] … Maupin’s 
“Water Torture,” Gluck’s selective electronics (with some defining piano playing) and have firmly 
taken on the spirit of Maupin’s title to this song.”  - John Ephland, Down Beat, March 2016 

Down Beat, version 2.  “…occasional electronics that seem mostly superfluous, and nary 
a groove one can dance to… [tunes that are] dim outlines of their former selves… electronics 
sound like they belong in an arcade game… no real grooves are established anywhere… 
meandering arco bass… goes on way too long…. without an obvious link to the theme… 
stalwart but incoherent pace…”   



- John Ephland, Down Beat, March 2016 
 
 

“… re-visits a handful of the pieces with a more modern feel and attitude. Hart makes his 
presence known at the starting gun, with a long drum intro to the13 minute “Sleeping Giant” 
before the rest of the team follows suit and Gluck takes Hancock’s themes and spreads them 
over a tablecloth. A sprawling 17-minute read of “You’ll Know When You Get There” mix 
Sullivan’s droning bass with electronic musings veering around Henderson’s horn, with 
“Sideways/Quasar” being the most in-pocket tune here. Henderson’s horn glows warm embers 
throughout, particularly on the sole new tune “Spirit Unleashed” which has more time changes 
than a trans-Siberian train ride, while the relentless “Water Torture” closes the album with a free 
spirited party kept together with the pulsating Hart.” 
- George W. Harris, Jazz Weekly, February 25, 2016 
http://www.jazzweekly.com/2016/02/herbie-the-love-buginfinite-spirit-revisting-music-of-the-
mwandishi-band/  
 
 
“…Gluck displays an assured touch on the piano, Henderson’s brass still has a flinty edge and 
drummer Hart remains a master of both power and control. In any case their cohesion and focus 
highlight Mwandishi as an exponent of superior ambient music as well as jazz. An extra twist is 
that this new music is largely acoustic rather than electro-acoustic and the richness of the 
textures, especially Sullivan’s swooning double bass, is such that the music doesn’t feel at all 
flimsy. Working with predominantly somber arrangements, the band makes a fair fist of invoking 
the ‘infinite spirit’ of the source material, but wisely steer it to another place.” (3 stars) 
 - Kevin Le Gendre, Jazzwise (UK), March, 2016 
 
 
“...a new exploration of a selection of Mwandishi tunes, rather than just a modern day take on 
what has been before... It is indeed that searching spirit that inspires some great collaborative 
music throughout this album. Often conversational, questioning and textural, there are a 
plentitude of robust grooves and melodic lyricism on offer. Creative improvisations abound, with 
Gluck’s inventive piano playing and Henderson’s astute trumpet playing both being a high point 
throughout. The music evolves as it is performed, allowing all four musicians to play an 
important role in their own inimitable way. The album opens in pensive mood, with Billy Hart 
slowly but surely laying the foundation for “Sleeping Giant” to develop. Sprawling and spiralling 
acoustic piano blends beautifully with Henderson’s crisp, exploratory horn. Evident throughout 
the session is the reflective interplay and searching nature of the music. “You’ll Know When You 
Get There” is the perfect example of how tuned into each other these guys are as an acoustic 
quartet. It’s such a good sound..."  
- Mike Gates, UK Vibe, February 1, 2016: 
http://ukvibe.org/sans_frontier/bob-gluck/ 
 
 
  



"Typical of the Mwandishi Band, the element of freedom is strong in this production and 
represents jazz at its best… [There is] a tremendous amount of freedom and improvisation! Hart 
sets the mood on drums painting rhythm pictures, reminding me of rain forests and yester-
dreams… “Sideways/Quasar”. It’s sweet, opening with a repeatable piano phrase that becomes 
a theme throughout. Sullivan gets to feature his bass chops on this tune before Henderson and 
Hart join in with their trumpet and drum mastery. This arrangement puts me in a space of 
‘Sketches in Spain’; that kind of groove and freedom is infectious. Here is definitely music for 
our ‘Infinite Spirit’.” 
- Dee Dee McNeil, Musical Memoirs, January 22, 2016 
https://musicalmemoirs.wordpress.com/2016/01/23/melodic-landscapes-unveiled-in-the-new-
year-2016/ 
 
 
“This is a recording that will touch the heart and minds of all manner of jazz lovers. Celebrate!” 
 - Grady Harp, Amazon Reviews, January 17, 2016 
 
“5.0 out of 5 stars Infinite Spirit is a genuine masterpiece! Infinite Spirit is a musical joyful 
experience and a must have for all jazz purist!” 
- Larry G. McGee Amazon reviews, January 16, 2016 
 
 “A beautiful rendition of the Mwandishi band’s tunes.” 
-Danny L. Anderson, Amazon reviews, June 14, 2016 
https://www.amazon.com/Infinite-Spirit-Revisiting-Music-
Mwandishi/dp/B019A782SA/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1468539082&sr=8-
3&keywords=bob+gluck 
 
 
“…the four adapt some of Mwandishi's best compositions and some original material, 
and take the music wherever it will go, relying upon a present-day mode of being that is 
free yet centered on the idea of playing off of the thematic impetus of the numbers. And 
all that is in the spirit of what Mwandishi did back then anyway… Bob prepared some 
electronic sound universes that enter into the music effectively and appropriately at 
times, which of course recognizes an important element of the original Mwandishi in the 
hands of Patrick Gleason. Here we get Bob Gluck's own intriguing parallels and it adds 
much to the musical ambiance throughout… The beauty and originality of this musical 
offering rests especially upon the lyrically ruminating creative improvisations. Bob Gluck 
has his own approach to the music, which echoes Hancock's own harmonic-melodic 
brilliance but then gives it a spin that is all Gluck. His piano playing is a high point 
throughout. Eddie Henderson sounds as accomplished as ever here, too. He is still the 
master these many years later and sparks the group with some of his best work. 
Christopher Dean Sullivan makes a strong case for his essential presence in the 
ensemble with, yes, some ostinatos but also with an openly free interactive melodic 
sense that goes perfectly well with the wide-ranging ideas expressed by his bandmates.  
  



Billy Hart, as most everyone knows, remains one of the outstanding drummers in the 
music today. His time is a thing of beauty and he uses cymbals and drums to create real 
MUSIC as always. He sounds here as ever inventive and subtle in his special driving 
ways… This is a quartet that holds its own as an entity very much itself--and gives us 
one of the finest new jazz performances of last year. Thank you all for your continued 
excellence! Readers, do not miss Infinite Spirit.” 
- Gregory Applegate Edwards, Gapplegate Music Review, January 15, 2016 
http://gapplegatemusicreview.blogspot.com/2016/01/bob-gluck-billy-hart-eddie-
henderson.html?m=1 
 
 
"Backed by Billy Hart and Eddie Henderson (two original members of Mwandishi), this towering 
date could teach Elon Musk how to explore space." 
 - J Hunter, Nippertown, January 12, 2016 
http://www.nippertown.com/2016/01/12/2016-lookin-forward-jazz-recordings-concerts/ 
 
 
“…’Sleeping Giant’ opens with Billy Hart’s drums and electronic sounds akin 
to the soundtrack for an adventure in space. The rhythms and Eddie Henderson’s solo trumpet 
bring forth jazz colors, rendering the music an interesting example of crossover. “You’ll Know 
When You Get There” is beautifully 
executed, rich in mysterious atmospheres and poetic use of the acoustic instruments. Near the 
end of the piece, the poetry of the arrival of the pizzicato bass and piano in accord 
is unforgettable… The quartet always succeeds at creating a rich music filled with tension 
that attracts [the listener’s] interest, with acoustic instruments and electronics providing a 
common point for dialog. The final two pieces confirm this principle. The brilliant double 
bass introduction on ‘Spirit Unleashed’ concludes with space sounds, seeming to 
announce the arrival of extraterrestrials. This recording is 
a successful homage to a band that has represented one of the most important moments of 
the 1970.” 
- Vittorio Lo Conte, Music Zoom (Italy), January 1, 2016 
http://www.musiczoom.it/?p=24969#.Voa3NFKC670 
 
 
“… Since it’s always a treat to hear Eddie Henderson and Billy Hart playing together 
again, we’ll cool it with the snark so you don’t get misled.  What ever gave this set its 
genesis pales in comparison to the result.  The kind of look back that really works out 
well since it isn’t really trying to look over it’s shoulder to ape every original move, this is 
a great chance for modern ears to hear classic works.  Well done and sure to stand tall 
against the originals.” 
-Chris Spector, Midwest Record, December 15, 2015 
http://www.midwestrecord.com/MWR1035.html 
 
 
 
  



“… By deploying a large canvas, Gluck provides the performers with sufficient sonic space to 
realize the spirit of the original Mwandishi ensemble…. The substantive work of the Infinite Spirit 
Quartet goes far beyond the usual tribute album. Present across this entire album are 
outstanding solos (especially by Henderson, who plays both open and muted trumpet); excellent 
work by the rhythm section, complex musical forms, melody and spirituality; lyricism and 
passion, a mixture of acoustic and electronic sound (each of the compositions is densely 
ornamented with electronic sounds by Bob Gluck). These two veteran Mwandishi band 
members and two enthusiasts of this music have created a work that stands on its own, 
regardless of its relationship to the oiginal Hancock Sextet album. For my taste, the original 
Mwandishi spirit lives in this recording; it is simultaneously very modern and deeply rooted in 
tradition. 
-Leonid Auskern, Jazzquad (Russia), December 14, 2015 
http://jazzquad.ru/index.pl?act=PRODUCT&id=4306 
 
	


